**SW development Internship for the summer**
(July-September for a 3 month period in a full time paying position).

We are seeking a CS MSc candidate or BSc graduate with strong programming skills to be a part of an energetic development group. During the internship, candidates will have a chance to work with products used by manufacturing giants (Toyota, Boeing etc.) as part of their product design, lifecycle management and IoT processes. You will also be exposed to hot industry topics such as Big Data analytics, sensors programming and rapid IoT app development for web and mobile devices including Augmented Reality driven ones. You will be responsible for driving an R&D project in a multidisciplinary environment (HW/SW) using most up to date technologies and tools.

Candidates applying for internship should send a CV to sfried@ptc.com or idery@ptc.com and list SW development experience with below topics considered as advantages:

1. SOA, client-server
2. Developing for AR (Vuforia)
3. Raspberry Pi
4. Python
5. CAD

PTC is a 30 year software development supplier that delivers technology solutions that transform the way companies create, operate and service products. PTC has recently extended its company portfolio acquiring IoT leaders ‘ThingWorx’ and ‘Axeda’ for M2M communication and Rapid App Development, predictive analytics platform ‘ColdLight’ and AR leader ‘Vuforia’ in a strategic move to lead a revolution to bridge between the physical and digital worlds of our everyday products.